Knockout Information as of April 9
See the final format for the knockout and information below relevant to your course.
Mens Elite - 69 entries***
# final entries > 36 > 18 > 6 >1
9 heats of approximately 7 to 8 participants. Top four in each heat through to six
QFs. QFs allocated by competitor's choice. From this point on WOC knockout
format.
Competitors Choice order of choosing - second place heat finishers choose first,
next first place finishers, next third place finishers, finally fourth place finishers.
Mens Elite Consolation Race # entries > 6 >1
The approximately 51 men knocked out after Map 1 (69 less 18 remaining in SF) to
be placed in 6 Consolations SFs of approximately 8 participants.
The winners of each Consolation SF through to Consolation F.
Womens Elite- 45 entries***
# final entries > 18 > 6 >1
6 heats of approximately 7 to 8 participants. Top three in each heat through to three
SFs. SFs allocated by competitors' choice. From this point on, normal WOC
knockout format.
Competitors Choice order of choosing - second place heat finishers choose first,
next first place finishers, finally third place finishers.
Womens Elite Consolation Race # entries > 6 >1
The approximately 27 women knocked out after Map 1 (45 less 18 remaining in SF)
to be placed in 3 Consolations SFs of approximately 9 participants.
The top two of each Consolation SF through to Consolation F.
Mens Public Competitive - 69 entries***
# entries > 18 > 6 >1
9 heats of approximately 7 to 8 participants. Top two in each heat through to the
three SFs. SF allocations to be decided by organisers based on heat results with
each SF having three first place and three second place participants from the heats.
Top two in each SF to F.
Those knocked out in heat (positions 3 upwards) given a fun race on the second
map as follows.
All third place finishers placed in a race of 9 men. Winner gets the glory that they
were the best of the rest.
All fourth place finishers placed in a race of 9 men.
All fifth place finishers placed in a race of 9 men.
All sixth and seventh and eighth place finishers placed in a combined race of 20+
men.

Womens Public Competitive - 46 entries***
# final entries > 18 > 6 >1
6 heats of approximately 7 to 8 participants. Top three in each heat through to the
three SFs. SF allocations decided by organisers based on heat results
with each SF having two first place and two second place and two third place
participants from the heats
Top two in each SF to F.
Those knocked out in heat (positions 4 upwards) given a fun race on the second
map as follows.
All fourth place finishers placed in a race of 6 women. Winner gets the glory that
they were the best of the rest.
All fifth place finishers placed in a race of 6 women.
All sixth and seventh and eight placed finishers placed in a combined race of 12+
women.
Remaining Mass Start Courses
Mens Moderate, Womens Moderate, Open Easy
These will be run as mass starts, one event on each map, no finals or knocking out
of competitors (i.e. all entries run in a single race together at each map).
***Entries as of April 9. Although there may be a small number of late entries, there
are likely to also be a small number of DNS so that these numbers are sufficiently
close to what is expected on the day that the detailed timings are now
published. Because of the complexity associated with the event, even if entry
numbers change slightly the schedule and courses and format are now fixed.

